This paper, delivered in a shortened form at the CAML Conference in Calgary in June 2016, details the lead up to and production of the Edmonton Rock Cirkus in August 1979. It was the largest outdoor rock festival held in the Alberta capital up to that time, and was successfully staged in Commonwealth Stadium with a combination of top name international and Canadian acts, such as Peter Frampton, Heart, Streetheart, and Trooper. Using a combination of archival documents (primarily from the Martin Melhuish Fonds, held by Media Commons at the University of Toronto), contemporary press accounts, and reminiscences by organizers and performers, the groundbreaking festival's background, organization, logistics, economics, and physical production are reconstructed and discussed.
allowed to give the station their money. For example, the DJs did not want beer ads as "we were all smoking dope," 2 and they did not want automobile ads because cars "polluted the atmosphere." 3 Record stores were sometimes acceptable:
We had Sherman's, the record retailer, advertising with us at one point, that was until they put in a turnstile into their store. . . .This was cause for an immediate group meeting and, in the end, Sherman's ads got dropped because we felt this showed a lack of trust in their fellow man.
management company and non-union booking agency called Britannia Enterprises in 1968. He was seventeen.
6
Meluish was equally fascinated and frustrated by the Canadian media and its half-hearted, if not outright reluctant, coverage of popular music. But rather than just complain, he plunged in headfirst. In 1969 he started to acquire his reputation as a writer and reviewer for the underground newspaper Tribal Village. Taking the role of a young radio reporter, he covered the famous three-day Strawberry Fields Festival at Mosport Park outside Toronto in August 1970 for local stations CKEY and CKFH.
As he recalls:
I guess because I came from England and there was a lot of press out there like . . . Melody Maker, Disc and Music Echo . . . New Musical Express-I mean there were all of these amazing papers that wrote about nothing but popular music, and they were thick papers, and there wasn't one in Canada.
7
There was one of course-RPM-but it contained solely Canadian content and was intended more for the Canadian music industry itself, not the general public. Melhuish continued to talk with people in the industry about the need for another music magazine. That led to the founding of Beetle magazine which featured both Canadian and international content for the general music-loving public. Melhuish:
That was interesting because I did the first one myself. . . . I basically did it myself, and I'd never laid out a magazine, I'd never written an article, I'd never done anything. So the first one came out, and it looked like I didn't know what I was doing! 8 Even so, it was considered significant enough to get a mention in Billboard in December 1970: "Canada now has its own national rock music newspaper, a bi-weekly, Beetle. The 16-page tabloid was unveiled this week by its founders, Archie Macdonell and Marty Melhuish. It is being distributed by Metro News."
9
His editorship led to several significant meetings:
Except for a couple of freelance people, it wasn't a paid gig. Even photographers . . . were coming and wanting to get involved-they just wanted to see their stuff in print. . . . Second issue . . . that sort of worked out. We moved on . . . did the third issue. This was where I met Ritchie Yorke and everything changed, because Ritchie was already on the international scene, he was already writing for all these New Musical Expresses. 6. Martin Melhuish, interview with author, March 20, 2015 . 7. Ibid. 8. Ibid. 9. "Beetle, Tabloid, Debuts in Canada," Billboard, December 19, 1970 , 57. 10. Martin Melhuish, interview with author, March 20, 2015 Yorke was an important influence for Melhuish. Then Canada's foremost rock music writer, he was a regular correspondent for the major In 1972 Melhuish and Yorke decided to start their own magazine, which actually ended up as three, each more sophisticated and better funded than the last. First came Pop which only lasted two issues, then Grapevine which went for five issues, and finally Rainbow, which became another legendary but short-lived Canadian popular music magazine. Melhuish and Yorke were the co-editors and chief writers. They were, however, dependent on stringers from every region of Canada, so the content of Rainbow (subtitled "Canada's International Music Paper") was a dynamic mix of domestic and international music news.
In 1973 Melhuish moved into the big leagues of music journalism. He was first recruited by the New York City based Modern Stereo & Hi Fi Guide as its Canadian contributor. In the fall of that year he replaced Yorke as the Canadian editor of, and main Canadian writer for Billboard, the most-respected music industry magazine. He contributed updates to the section "From the Music Capitals of the World" in every issue, and also wrote, edited, compiled, and promoted an annual insert on the state of Canadian music. Never one to enjoy an unoccupied moment, he also contributed occasional articles to RPM, and then agreed to become the Canadian editor for the Florida-based Zoo World, and the same for the Texas-based Performance.
Melhuish had always been interested in the Quebec rock music scene, especially since it had been woefully under-reported and under-appreciated in English Canada. His frequent trips to Montreal in search of music news, concerts and interviews made him appreciate its approach to arts and culture. Melhuish visited often, soaked in the good feelings, and needed little convincing to relocate in the fall of 1976:
I already had this sort of emotional connection to Montreal because it's a European city, and my wife and I had gone there a number of times . . . so by 1976, it was a magic year, because the Olympics were in Montreal; the PQ got in, which I couldn't give a crap about, even though all the English people in Montreal were freaking out because they thought they were going to be hung from the posts! So I made the decision: I'm going to Montreal. And I started getting involved with all the music guys, like Bob Segarini.
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Melhuish continued his editorship of Billboard ("the Billboard office was in Thursday's Pub on Clinton Street!"), and further ingratiated himself into the Montreal music community. His house in Westmount became a communications centre, a studio, a party house, and a home away from home for musicians:
11. Martin Melhuish, interview with author, March 20, 2015.
I had a house in Montreal -the infamous 7 Burton Avenue that was profiled in a two-page spread in the Montreal Gazette for the number of music industry figures that later became major executives or stars in the business that I had given refuge to over the years.
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Segarini remembered it well:
Martin's house in Montreal became a haven for musicians and musos, both local and touring, and a crash pad for the lazy, stoned, or destitute players that had a friend and fellow music lover in Marty, who took in everyone that needed a place to hang. Even a teenaged Erica Ehm spent time there before moving to Toronto and a still flourishing career in the entertainment business. They also produced commercials and jingles. Melhuish remembers that Pringle "had a company called Mediacollage [Studios] , which was a little studio meant for doing jingles and ads for syndicated radio."
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The two expanded that by assembling radio specials on the histories of bands, written by Melhuish and hosted by Pringle. Two 1976 productions in particular were syndicated across the country-The April Wine Radio Special, and The Heart Radio Special.
And their most influential endeavor was about to be born: an ongoing radio program entitled The Pringle Program. It evolved from Pringle's local CKGM program into Canada's premiere showcase for progressive rock music. Not only did it become the program of choice for first airings of new musical releases, but it also featured exclusive interviews with the artists. It began in May of 1978 and quickly became a nationally syndicated weekly four-hour radio event. It was jointly written and assembled by the partners. Melhuish recalls:
It was just based on the fact that we were both music nuts, and he had a great voice and a great personality and the whole thing. And it was also a time when there was a dynamic going on between AM and FM. The AM stations were starting to get kicked a little bit by the FM stations who were programming all of this AOR [album-oriented rock] rock. So Doug figured there's got to be a dynamic here with the AM stations at least that may want this show. So we started talking about it around '77, and it took a long time to get together. . . . We had to put a network together; we had to put the sponsors together. It was an expensive show to do. . . . Album rock wasn't being done on AM. But the way it turned out, we actually picked up some FM stations too.
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Much of the interviewing and scripting was done in the home office on Burton Avenue in Montreal where the partners' record library was located, but the taping and final editing was generally done in Toronto at the CKFM Studio for St. Clair Productions, a subsidiary of Standard Broadcasting. Melhuish wrote an accompanying weekly syndicated "Pringle Program" column on general music news which was published by the Sun newspaper network. Even though they were convinced that this could be the answer to the contemporary lull in rock music broadcasting, the complete package succeeded beyond their wildest dreams. It exploded in popularity, and broadcasters scrambled to sign on. Billboard mentioned the show in an article "Canadian Radio: Professional, Successful and Profitable" published in January 1979:
In Toronto there is the "Pringle Program," hosted by Doug Pringle and produced by Martin Melhuish. The four hour mix of album cuts, artist interviews, record reviews, news and features is carried by 54 stations nationally and the next step is to take it into the U.S., says executive producer Dave Hammond.
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The biggest selling point, and arguably the most popular segment of the program, was the interviews. Melhuish and Pringle thought it might raise their profile to go beyond Canada's borders to gather these interviews. Both attended the major 1978 rock festivals in the United Kingdom and the United States (notably California Jam II in March and Texxas Jam in July) as part of the press corps to do interviews. They then started to make monthly trips to the two countries to have in-depth talks with artists who they felt were on their wavelength. Throughout this period Melhuish had also been establishing his own connections to Alberta. As far back as 1973 he was doing promotional work for The Stampeders. Billboard reported that "a special Stampeders World Tour newspaper has been prepared by Marty Melhuish and is being distributed to media."
19 The twelve-page publication was given away at all points along what was, up to then, the biggest and longest tour by a Canadian band. Over 100,000 copies made their way into the hands of fans.
20 Throughout the 1970s Melhuish regularly reported on artists and musical events from Edmonton and Calgary. In early 1979 he assumed management duties with The Models, a new wave Edmonton band led by Peter Bodman and David Stahl. They released their debut album on Vera Cruz Records, working with legendary Alberta producer Wes Dakus, and were featured in several live radio broadcasts on the new station K-97.
The third member of the Lumado team was Lucien Richard. Richard was the business brain, the one who could tap into funding with some experience. Richard, originally from Trois-Rivières, started his career at the age of sixteen managing rock bands and comedy groups including Les Cyniques. He soon expanded to include promoting concerts in Quebec in the early 1970s with such artists as Tom Jones, Engelbert Humperdinck, and a number of European stars.
Richard co-founded the Vaudreuil West Holding Co. in 1974. The company did well, and by 1977 Richard, seen as one of the rising stars in Quebec business circles, had been asked to address the Chambre de commerce de Québec on his success, and was the subject of a glowing profile in the Montreal Gazette in February 1978. At this point Richard had no intention of going back into the financially inconsistent music business in any capacity.
The Idea
However, in early 1979 Richard was contacted by an anonymous Quebec financier who asked if he knew anyone who could organize a rock festival. He did indeed, and when he was informed that the silent partner was willing to front $650,000, he quickly got in touch with Pringle.
Melhuish weaves the tale of the festival coming together:
One day, not long after The Pringle Program had taken to the air, we got a call from a financial guy by the name of Lucien Richard, who had known Doug during his CHOM days. He said he had a businessman who wanted to invest more than a half-million dollars in a rock concert at the Olympic Stadium in Montreal. Could we do it? Doug and I talked about it for about 10 seconds and decided it was well within our talents to do that . . . !
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As quickly as they said yes, sober second thought kicked in. They realized if they did this, they would be encroaching on someone else's turf. That person was promoter Donald Tarlton of Donald K. Donald who dominated the Montreal market. Melhuish: "We didn't feel comfortable stepping on his toes as we both knew him and considered him a friend."
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Fate stepped in a week later:
We got another interesting call -this time from Edmonton from an AM radio station that was running The Pringle Program. They had just got an FM license for an album-oriented rock station but realized they didn't have anyone in the immediate organization that had the expertise to really make the format work. Somebody said: "what about that English guy we have on Sunday nights on our station?" They asked Pringle to come out to Edmonton, and when he returned he had the job as their consultant. He had also seen Commonwealth Stadium out there and called me to say that it might be just the place for a multi-artist concert though there had never been a concert of any kind at the venue. In our entrepreneurial minds we also realized that a concert like this would make a great launch for the station which had the call letters CIRK-FM. Wasn't much of a jump to come up with the name Edmonton Rock Cirkus for the proposed event. We spoke to Lucien -he spoke to the investor who was quite happy to take the show on the road. We started a company called Lumado (Lucien, Marty, Doug).
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The three partners in Lumado Enterprises appeared to have endless energy, an extensive insider knowledge of the music industry, friends and colleagues in every corner of the industry, an unarguable record of success at almost everything they had attempted, still a bit of idealism, and a willingness to take on anything. And unlike many promotion companies, they also had an eager silent partner with a large wallet (his identity remains a closely guarded secret to this day-all that Melhuish can recall is that he had some investments in the St. Hubert chicken restaurant chain).
It was proclaimed at the time that this was to be the first rock festival in Edmonton's history, but that is clearly not the case. Multi-band concerts and festivals had been a regular part of the Alberta capital's popular music scene for at least fifteen years. Examples are easy to find, especially in the 1960s, most organized by local promoter Benny Benjamin. 
The Partner and the Venue
A major partner in the upcoming festival was the radio station CIRK-FM, better known as K-97. It was the FM affiliate of the long-established AM station CJCA. Although it had existed since 1975 as CJCA-FM, it had recently re-branded itself as AOR (album-oriented rock) to appeal to both a younger and wider audience. The station was managed by Terry Strain, and the first program director was Neil Edwards. The original disk jockeys included Bruce Kenyon (also music director), Gerry Siemens, Kelly Huxtable, Jim Hees, Joanne Wilson, Ted Kennedy, and Dave Korchin. Under its new moniker it returned to the airwaves on May 4th, 1979. It was given full promotion in Billboard:
The Midwestern Canadian city, long one of Canada's top concert and album buying markets, now has its own AOR station. . . . The new format debuted with "It's Only Rock and Roll, But I Like It" by the Rolling Stones. One of the first moves the station made was to hire Doug Pringle, thought by many to be Canada's top AOR programmer and personality, as a full time consultant. . . . The station plans to be presenting major rock shows in the market. To kick off the format, 20 billboards were rented and newspaper advertising has been utilized. 
Advertisement for K-97 radio station, August 1979 From Edmonton Rock Cirkus Official Souvenir Program
K-97 hit the ground running. It aired live broadcasts of local bands from the Riviera Rock Room. It also sponsored, assembled, and pressed the annual "home-grown" albums that spotlighted local talent. And of course it aired the much-respected Pringle Program. But it was still the upstart, and needed to make a name for itself. Recalls Bruce Kenyon:
We went on the air in May or June with none of us at the station really having a clue as to running a rock station. At the time we were running the syndicated Pringle program, and Doug being the seasoned pro he was, we hired him as a consultant. Best move we ever made. He righted the ship and pointed us in the right direction. With our first ratings book we had an audience of about 30 thousand, and our main competitor was CHED whose audience was over 400 thousand . . . a huge uphill battle. Pringle felt that we needed to make as big an impact as we could, and since we had a limited promo budget, the idea of the Rock Cirkus came about. 25 Pringle, as a consultant and advisor, quickly built up a solid relationship with the management and staff, and naturally wanted them to succeed. The joint vision then included the biggest rock show ever held in the Alberta capital, along with the biggest, loudest marketing campaign ever mounted by an Edmonton radio station. By the first week of June 1979, the partnership between Lumado and K-97 was sealed and K-97 initiated the promotional efforts. Lumado and K-97 knew they had to have a roomy venue to properly carry out the event they envisioned. There were five possibilities open to them: the Jubilee Auditorium, the Kinsmen Field House, Northlands Coliseum, Clarke Stadium, and Commonwealth Stadium. The Jubilee Auditorium, built in 1955, was undoubtedly the classiest and most comfortable of the venues, but only had a seating capacity of 2,500. This was a mere drop in the bucket of the audience they were envisioning. The Kinsmen Field House, located in the river valley, was opened in 1968 and was the venue for many of Edmonton's most memorable rock concerts such as Led Zeppelin (1969 ), Vanilla Fudge (1969 ), Frank Zappa (1971 ), Painter (1972 , Kiss (1974) , Queen (1975) and Rush (1977) . However, it was designed as a multi-purpose room, and its acoustics left many critics and audiences howling about the unsatisfactory sound. Next was Northlands Coliseum (later renamed the Skyreach Centre, and currently Rexall Place). It was a 16,000 seat hockey arena that was built in 1974 for the Edmonton Oilers and the lacrosse team, the Edmonton Rush. While it had a proven record for rock concerts such as The Who (1976), Rush (1978) and Rod Stewart, Jethro Tull and Van Halen (1979) , it still was too small for the event Lumado and K-97 had in mind.
The outdoors then beckoned: there was Clarke Stadium, built in 1938, with a seating capacity of 20,000. While it had charm, it had certainly seen better days. Edmonton's newest big-crowd venue, Commonwealth Stadium, finally became the logical choice. It had been constructed the year before, just in time for the opening of the Commonwealth Games in August 1978. Located in the east central neighbourhood of Norwood at the corner of 112 Street and Stadium Road, it was owned and operated by the City of Edmonton. Upon completion of the Commonwealth Games, it immediately replaced Clarke Stadium as the home of the Edmonton Eskimos. With a fixed seating capacity of 39,000 (and up to another 4,000 on the stadium floor), a 3 ½-storey scoreboard, a glass-fronted Communications Centre for press, and easy access to the LRT subway, it was second only to Montreal's Olympic Stadium as a Canadian sports venue. The choice could not have been clearer.
The Rock Cirkus was to be the first music festival held in Commonwealth Stadium, and it was by no means a given that the event would be acceptable to Commonwealth management. Lumado started negotiations early with the venue, and immediately realized they were neither wanted nor trusted. Recalls Melhuish:
This was the home of the Edmonton Eskimos and coach Hugh Campbell was not interested in having a bunch of rock 'n' rollers anywhere near his playing field. We made the point that it was a public space and could be used by anyone. We realized we had some work to do, so Doug and I headed out to Edmonton with our assistant for what might have been about a month. We rented a house and we started to work the media to get the public on our side. I made a side trip to Calgary, which we knew was going to be an important market for us if this came together. Believe me, the folks out west were none too pleased seeing an organization come in from Quebec to promote rock concerts. The press could be fairly brutal . . . An internal Lumado report was compiled detailing various aspects of the venture on June 6, 1979, and a copy can be found in Melhuish's archive. The pages dealing with Commonwealth Stadium give interesting information on what the promoters had to deal with. First, the administration at Commonwealth did not initially feel comfortable with an open-ended schedule: "Mike Kelly seemed to be very retiscent [sic] about holding a festival as compared to a concert. He said that he wouldn't like to see the "concert" run more than three hours. Obviously that is something that is going to need serious discussion."
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Then under the cost section were the possible financial arrangements with Commonwealth Stadium:
 The cost of the stadium based on 55,000 (the maximum they will allow) is their cost ($75,000) plus $10,000 or 15%, whichever is greater.
 They require $2,500 deposit 90 days before the concert and the balance of the deposit 60 days before the concert date. This is obviously flexible.
 Based on 35,000 people at the stadium, the cost to us is their cost ($50,000) plus $10,000 or 15% whichever is greater.
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The stadium's responsibilities included the ushers, police and other security, liaison with Edmonton transit, the stadium clean-up, and utilities. The report conjectured that "overtime payments and the building of steps to and from the infield is not included in the price but I think is their responsibility. We should get that clarified. Our responsibilities are a tarp for the field, security fencing at the stage and insurance as well as the stage, lights and sound." The Lumado team got to work immediately on several fronts. Firstly Melhuish and Pringle set up offices in the Edmonton Plaza Hotel where they typically worked twelve-hour days. As they would end up living in the city for the next two months, they arranged to produce The Pringle Program in Edmonton for the duration. Next was the selection of talent. There was an amazing array of bands and artists touring North America that summer, and the team wanted to get at least two top acts supplemented by some mid-level acts and one or two local bands as well. 
The Lineup
The previously mentioned internal report of June 6, 1979 noted that the Beach Boys were available. However, since they asked up-front for $150,000, they were quickly off the table. The other bands mentioned in this first go-round included Van Halen, Dire Straits, Rickie Lee Jones, Goddo, and Dual Exhaust. Another undated projected budget document in Melhuish's archive incorporates potential payments to Alice Cooper and to the Atlanta Rhythm Section, so they were obviously strong candidates during the selection process.
Lumado knew they needed at least one international act to headline. Both Pringle and Melhuish came to that decision quickly: they wanted British singer and guitarist Peter Frampton. His reputation was huge, and he was already touring the United States that summer. Melhuish explains:
Peter Frampton had done his Frampton Comes Alive show everywhere but we knew he hadn't done it in Edmonton. That's what put him at the top of our list. We actually hadn't met him prior to the concert but a good friend of both Doug and mine was Quebec singing star Nanette Workman. Doug managed her for a while, and she lived with me at 7 Burton for a time. She and Frampton had both worked with French star Johnny Halliday and they had had a brief fling. Nanette's life is a movie . . .
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Frampton had star power-of that they were in no doubt. He had started his career with The Herd in 1967. He was always a "pretty-boy," and indeed had been given the title of "Face of '68" by the teen magazine Rave. It was the kind of notoriety he did not appreciate, as it made his guitar prowess seem somewhat less than serious. saw him return to the recording studio with the less-than-stellar LP Where I Should Be, and he slowly eased back into the world of touring. By August he was travelling around the southern United States.
Peter Frampton promotional portrait, 1979 A&M Records Author's collection
As the potential cornerstone act, the members of Lumado were willing to do almost anything to attract him. They offered to pay him more than any other band on the bill, and as an act of good faith, they were also prepared to offer him a degree of creative control over which other bands would appear and over the day's sequencing. A copy of his contract is still extant, and it gives a clear idea of the concerns (and mutual distrust) between artists, managers, and promoters. Dated July 19th, the primary document confirmed a payment of $100,000 (US currency), and if more than 55,000 tickets sold he would get 25 cents of every dollar earned "after $1,100,000." As well it guaranteed Frampton "sole star billing," "choice of playing positions," and "final approval of all supporting acts." 32 There are also two separate and very wordy riders, one five pages and the other six pages in length, which give a fascinating insight into how tour agreements were negotiated in the 1970s.
The first rider agreed that Frampton would be paid 50% of his fee in advance, that the artist receive "adequate private bathrooms and dressing room facilities, all dressing rooms to be air-conditioned," "one tuning room with 100 volts A.C. outlets and one hospitality room." There was a prohibition against any filming, recording, or broadcasting of Frampton's performance without the express written permission of the artist. In the event that this was done accidentally or otherwise, the producers had to agree to immediately pay Frampton $50,000 in damages. 33 Frampton was given "the first right of set up for all instruments and properties used in the presentation" and the guarantee that "aforesaid instruments and properties shall not be moved, relocated and/or be used by any other than road/production manager of the vendor." In addition, Lumado agreed "to undertake the affirmative obligation to use its best effort to prevent the sale of unauthorized merchandise in the immediate vicinity of the site of the performance."
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The second rider, called the "Indoor Technical Rider," spelled out the stage and sound requirements and technical specs. Then there were specific demands for the site preparation including access, security, and communications. And, as is frequently the subject of much-deserved mockery in touring band riders, there were the hospitality room demands. For Frampton's band and friends, the rider demanded: 1979 was a big year for the band. In June they won a Juno for "Group of the Year." They released two albums that year as well, their fifth studio album entitled Flying Colours, much of which had been recorded in Edmonton's Sundown Studios. It contained two big hits: "3 Dressed Up as a 9" and "Janine," which would go on to be their biggest chart hit ever. They had also just released their greatest hits album Hot Shots prior to the festival, and it was breaking big. Even so, there was discord in the Trooper camp, and it turns out they were not an original choice for Lumado. Recalls McGuire:
The Runaways were supposed to have our slot but they cancelled at the last minute. The promoters (Marty and Doug) called Bruce Allen Talent in a panic . . . looking for someone to fill in. Sam brokered the best fee we'd been paid to date for the slot. Heart followed shortly after. They were formed in 1975 and led by the Wilson sisters Ann (vocals) and Nancy (guitar). The other members were Roger Fisher (guitar), Howard Leese (guitar), Steve Fossen (bass), and Michael Desrosier (drums). Although all the members were from the United States, they had moved to Vancouver and recorded their first album Dreamboat Annie for the Canadian label Mushroom Records. From this, two monster singles hit the radio waves: "Dreamboat Annie" and "Crazy on You". Their refreshing combination of hard rock, folk and heavy metal appealed to both teenage boys and girls. They released their second LP Little Queen in 1977 which featured the dynamic singles "Barracuda" and "Heartless."
Heart promotional group portrait, 1979 Portrait Records Author's collection Two Heart albums came out in 1978: Magazine at the beginning of the year with their old label Mushroom Records, and Dog and Butterfly at the end with their new label Portrait Records. Heart was at the tail end of their almost six-month long, seventy-seven city "Dog and Butterfly" Tour when the Rock Cirkus offer was made to them. June had seen them in Little Rock, Tulsa, Fort Worth ("Texas Music Festival"), New Orleans, and Denver. At the beginning of August they had appeared at the "Japan Jam" in Kanagawa. Heart was surprisingly easy to land. They were going to be in the neighbourhood anyway with a concert at Calgary's Stampede Corral on August 23rd, and had a tentative date at Edmonton's Northlands Coliseum the following evening.
Their Calgary concert left mixed feelings. Herald writer Brian Brennan was impressed with segments:
The band cooked with fire, as one of their recent songs puts it, for about the first half hour or so. Ann Wilson, squealing about "kicking the role thing," went for the collective male jugular with a succession of fiercely melodramatic rockers -High Time, Heartless, Devil Delight and Straight On, which has to be the best pop-rock tune she has recorded in four years. Then everything died for another half an hour while the band meandered through a turgid selection of ballads from the Butterly [sic] side of their yin-yang Dog and Butterfly album. However a driving rocker called Crazy On You woke the house up in time for the customary standing ovation.
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But ultimately he came to the conclusion that "Led Zeppelin leftovers, mushy folkie fare and the shrieking voice of lead singer Ann Wilson are not quite enough to make for a performance that nourishes the spirit." 39 Heart's manager, Ken Kinnear, recommended another band from his "stable" for the Cirkus. Melhuish remembers: "Heart was a natural, because Doug and I knew them. So it was just a matter of dealing with their manager, and Ken said, "Sure, will you also take the Dixon House Band?" 40 The Dixon House Band originated in Vancouver in the early 1970s, and also had ties to Seattle and Heart. The original lineup consisted of Edward Dixon House (keyboards and vocals), Chuck Gardner (guitar), James Kenfield (bass), and Fred Zeufeldt (drums). Producer Mike Flicker (also Heart's producer) came across guitarist Chrissy Shefts in a Seattle cover band, and convinced the band that they needed her hot guitar style and visual impact. Dixon's writing all has a point to it. The world of the crusader, of love and loyalty and human endeavor despite its cruelty and suffering of life, is constantly mingling in the musical world of Dixon House, affirming his quest for something beyond human existence. Dixon himself explains ". . . I've always been interested in art and history and wanted to do something that had stability to it. History is a foundation everybody can relate to. By interweaving that with exploring relationships, we wanted to transcend time. And music is our icon." 41 In addition the band had recently supported Heart on one leg of their 1979 American tour, and opened for them at their Calgary date on August 23rd. Although Melhuish does not recall Frampton personally using his creative veto at any time, they still had to go through Frampton's agency with their final selections before they could conclude the deal. Paul Smith of Premier Talent sent a telegram to Melhuish on July 26th emphasizing:
Please remember that there is no firm contract until the other acts have been submitted to and approved by Peter Frampton therefore you may not, repeat may not advertise or promote the proposed date until you have written approval from Premier Talent of Peter Frampton's contractual agreement.
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On Wednesday August 1st, the three Lumado partners staged the first official press conference to announce the tentative lineup and ticket prices. One reporter cornered Richard:
Today's announcement follows seven weeks of negotiations and the signing of a 27-page contract with the city for rental of the stadium. All details have been worked out, says Richard. "It shouldn't be that different from 42,000 fans at a football game." Lumado will open a permanent office in Edmonton, Richard says. "Any money we might make will stay in the province. We will recycle it into more productions." It is going to cost $750,000 to produce, and will go on, rain or shine.
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The Edmonton Sun got the news out immediately. That day Pat Burns announced in his column "Periscope" under the heading "Send in the Clowns" that his readers should "get ready for the Edmonton Summer Rock n' Roll CIRKus. . . . Those cute people down at CJCA have come up with an interesting name for their big K-97 music stomp next month -can we expect three rings of spills and chills?" 44 He then goes on to report that "they'll be announcing today that Peter Frampton has been confirmed, along with Heart. Trooper and Streetheart are likely to sign soon, and Prism is a remote possibility." He reported that Heart cancelled a scheduled date at the Coliseum to make the Cirkus on the 26th, and ended with the less-than-enthusiastic "That's it . . . you can wake up now." 45 K-97 and Lumado published the official lineup in their ad in the Sun on August 3. The next-to-final lineup, then (in the order in which they would appear), was The Dixon House Band, Streetheart, Peter Frampton, Trooper, and closing the show, Heart. The promoters knew they still were adding one last act, but left that as a question mark teaser. The ticket sales were given over exclusively to Mike's Ticket Office (10062 Jasper Avenue) and their price was fixed at $20 per.
Several members of the local press were initially skeptical of both Lumado and of the musical lineup. James Adams, also of the Journal, expressed doubts, but his were on the choice of acts:
Couldn't they get anyone more exciting? That was the reaction [on] Wednesday to the announcement that Peter Frampton and Heart would head the K-97 Summer Rock Cirkus Aug. 26. The day-long concert, set for the fabulous Commonwealth Stadium, marks the first big promotional gambit for CIRK, which has been blasting album-oriented rock over the FM airwaves for three months now. . . . right now there's a general feeling among rock cognoscenti that Frampton is essentially a journeyman rocker, not a major artist, someone who happened to be in the right place at a particular low point in rock history. Will the kids, then, pay $20 each for the thrill of hearing Mr. F. play the ditties from his bestselling record? Or will they shun "the pretty pop rocker" as a has-been.
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He then voiced his hesitations about the event itself:
Another up-in-the-air factor has to do with the entire rock festival format. To date, outdoor gatherings in Alberta have not been especially successful, the recent Athabasca Jam being the classic example. Can 55,000 rockers be coaxed into an enclosed-yet-exposed environment that will be patrolled by a sizable corps of Edmonton's finest? Doug Pringle, pop columnist, syndicated disc jockey, K-97 consultant and one of the Cirkus organizers, thinks everything is going to be all right. But then he has to: after all by 12:01 a.m. Aug. 27 he and his partners will Melhuish recalls, "We played Eddie Money a lot on The Pringle Program, "Two Tickets to Paradise" and all that stuff. And he was available, and at a good price, and it seemed to make sense. We did some market research in Edmonton, and his records had done very well, so it just seemed to make sense." 52 In addition, he was also represented by Frampton's agency Premier Talent out of New York.
The Preparations
With the sixth act secured, it seemed like everything was finally coming together. Tom Elsworthy of the Sun wrote on Thursday August 23rd:
For those anticipated 50,000 youth who will pour through those Commonwealth Stadium gates Sunday the show promises to be a quality one. They will be listening to the best sound system and watching the best stage that money can buy. That translates as Bill Graham's FM sound equipment and the Vikon outdoor stage used by such performers as Supertramp in its open air concerts. As Pringle puts it: "We didn't want to come into this size of show and use anything but the very best." Obviously proud of the set-up the talkative promoter added "This is definitely the best sound system ever to hit Edmonton."
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Elsworthy continued:
So if the weather co-operates and it looks like it will . . . the Cirkus should rock its way over the top in a big way. This is the largest show ever staged by a totally Canadian outfit and confidence is running high. Both Melhuish and Pringle foresee an annual Cirkus-type event. In fact plans are already in the works for next year's show. Names are not available yet, but the stadium will become a future home of any such event.
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Not all the problems were revealed to the press. Melhuish recalls with an evil chuckle:
Three days before the show, the trucks arrived with the stage. We could see Hugh Campbell watching from high up in the stadium. The first truck rolled in and sank to its axle as it hit the turf. Not good! We ended up covering the whole field in plywood and a tarpaulin that we had trucked in from Boulder, Colorado. The stage was set up on top of the two trailers. It measured 60 x 45 feet, and its roof was 60 x 51 feet. There were two sound wings each measuring 32 x 16 feet, each with two levels. The sound system, all 50 tons of it, did not rest on the stage. Rather it was suspended from the top of the sound wing trusses to project the sound further into the venue. The sound system was provided by FM Productions, the sound and lighting division of Bill Graham Presents, based in San Francisco. It was a multi-million dollar business serving the concert and convention circuits throughout the western United States.
Trucks unloading the stage at Commonwealth Stadium, 25 August 1979 Photo by Marty Melhuish Courtesy of Martin Melhuish Fonds, Media Commons/University of Toronto
As these logistics were all new to the Lumado partners and there was not enough time to fully learn the ropes, they decided to hire a seasoned stage manager and head of security to oversee all stage activities. The most qualified person in the province was Garth "the Bear" Werschler, who was seconded from Calgary's Brimstone Productions.
Lumado arranged for Ra McGuire and Brian Smith of Trooper to do advance press interviews on August 23rd and 24th. The two talked to print and broadcast journalists from across Canada. For the most part the sessions went well, but it still seemed as if Edmonton reporters preferred to keep the atmosphere negative. McGuire recalls one interview that ended before it began:
Marty and Doug had set us up in a hotel room and I was doing interviews one after another. One of the interviewers -I believe, but can't confirm, he was from the CBC -asked me before his interview if, in view of the fact that Frank had recently quit the band, I wanted to talk about Frank during the interview. I thanked him for asking and replied that since he'd given me the option, I'd prefer to not to have to talk about it. So he fires up his tape recorder and his first question is: "So, Ra, before this interview you told me you didn't want to talk about Frank Ludwig -can you tell me why that is?" Marty and Doug (who were both from a radio background) were in the room and they both kinda froze. I spoke slowly into the guy's microphone and said: "You [pause] Fucking [pause] Asshole. It's guys like you that make people not want to do interviews . . ." I think he'd scrambled his recorder off before I finished the second sentence. That was the end of that interview!
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The final step prior to the setting up was the printing of a souvenir program. Melhuish and Pringle pulled together an attractive thirty-six page magazine-style publication, black and white with a four-colour cover. Melhuish's constantly positive attitude, his easy availability to the press, and genuine liking for Edmonton won over Graham Hicks. Hicks then assisted them in composing and editing the biographical profiles of the six acts. As he recalls: Sure, they "won me over" . . . Good guys, funny guys, very competitive. . . . I believe we partied together for several years [after that]. They were in it for the music AND to make a living. Oh ya, we became good rock 'n' roll friends -both were very professional fellas.
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Also included in the booklet were group photographs of all the bands, an introduction to Edmonton and its arts scene by Melody Reed, a review of Trooper's greatest hits album Hot Shots by J.J. Linden, and an article on "The New Wave and Beyond" by Roscoe Meltzer.
Security was an issue that took a considerable amount of planning as well as resources. Melhuish shared some, though not all, of the logistics with Journal reporter Linda Goyette several days ahead of the event:
Urbane rock fans may think they're too old for babysitting but not everyone agrees with them. Organizers of the eight-hour Summer Rock Cirkus Sunday have summoned an army of workers -561 to be exact -to keep an eye on the gathering hordes at Commonwealth Stadium. Misbehaving at Edmonton's biggest rock concert to date won't be easy. A special squad of 115 uniformed policemen and an undisclosed number of plainclothes officers have been assigned to the site. The stadium has hired 200 t-shirted rugby players, "to create a liaison between the audience and police and to report wrongdoing" according to one stadium staffer. Another 40 people, some security personnel are working for the promoters. The performers, meanwhile, have a crew of 120 or so who will be "keeping an eye on equipment" while attending to other duties. Eighty volunteers from St. John's Ambulance will be stationed in three mobile units around the stadium. . . . One Commonwealth Stadium staffer described the security precautions as "preparing for the worst but hoping for the best." 58 Finally Inspector Ted Taylor, the "on-site incident commander" for the Edmonton Police Service tried to reassure the public that his officers "won't be looking for a confrontation. . . . the bulk of the people go to a concert to enjoy themselves and not to raise hell. He advised concert-goers to leave liquor and drugs at home and avoid trouble from eagle-eyed policemen at each gate."
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The bands were still jockeying for schedule position until the night before the event. Melhuish remembers the "conversations" between the Frampton and Heart reps as a verbal brawl:
The night before the show, there was a major push and pull between the management of Peter Frampton and Heart as to who was going to close the show. When I went to bed that night they were still arguing. That worked itself out as we knew it would.
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The Festival
Finally the day of reckoning arrived. The sun was shining and the temperature started climbing. The Edmonton Sun, being a Sun newspaper, did its usual pandering to the baser instincts and ran a SUNshine Girl in its morning August 26 issue. She was clad in a bikini bottom and an extremely wet Rock Cirkus tshirt accompanied by the caption "Today's SUNshine Girl loves music. Rock on Gordana!" 61 When it came to selling tickets (and newspapers) any advertising was obviously good advertising.
Frampton's contract explicitly prohibited any filming or taping of the event, so neither broadcasters nor documentarians nor mobile recording studio engineers were present inside the stadium. However, a battery of print reporters, as well as four photographers, were there to capture the happenings. The photojournalists included Gordon Beck of the Edmonton Sun, Keith McNichol of the Edmonton Journal, and two notable independents, Charles Hope of Calgary and Dee Lippingwell of Vancouver.
Unlike many festivals before and after, the Rock Cirkus followed a tight schedule. The Stadium could only be used between 1 pm and 10 pm, and accordingly the show started at 1:15 pm The opening act, the Dixon House Band, showed promise. Leader Edward Dixon House had a memorable song, a dialogue regarding a 10 foot tall woman rocker with her Les Paul plugged into a telephone pole, interspliced with guitar riffs from his guitarist, a slinky woman by the name of Chrissy Shefts. Though plagued by sound problems and an extremely short set, the Vancouver-Seattle band . . . left a good impression.
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Chrissy Shefts of the Dixon House Band Photo by and courtesy of Charles Hope
Second up, Streetheart roared through their set and easily lived up to its reputation. Oor was impressed:
After an equipment change (the first in a long line) Streetheart took charge. They started off with one of the best songs they do, "Under My Thumb." Kenny Shields was, as always, fast and fine. Streetheart also performed their most recent Top 40 hit "Here Comes the Night" and established themselves as one of the top bands at the concert. The third act to appear was the Eddie Money Band, and they turned out to be the sleeper act. Elsworthy of the Sun wrote that "Money in particular fashioned a raw and charged show which brought the audience to their feet. . . . an honest performer, Money works hard on stage and gives the crowd plenty to push back against." 66 Oor was also impressed:
The Eddie Money band was in top form. The flow between Money and the audience wasn't as evident as it has been in the past, but that's to be expected with such a large and impersonal crowd. The band's back-up vocals have improved immensely since their appearance here last April on ... "Gimme Some Water," the song which, I think, is the best Eddie Money has done yet.
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She was not finished:
They began their spot with "Two Tickets to Paradise" and went on to do "Maybe I'm A Fool" during which Money plays the saxophone. They also did "Life For the Taking," "Everybody Rock n' Roll This Place" and "Get a Move On," a fast rock song with an unabashed disco back beat behind it that works incredibly well.
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Eddie Money Photo by and courtesy of Charles Hope
Frampton then stepped up, received a hero's welcome, and proceeded to . . . disappoint. Of all bands that day, it was Frampton who came in for the most criticism. There was a notable polarization in the audience. Some thought he was very good. Melhuish for one: "I thought Frampton was good. I mean the guy is a pro and at that point it was just big song after big song in his set. But he's not one who jumps around a lot." 69 Bruce Kenyon of K-97 mused: "As much as I like Frampton, he was still doing the Frampton Comes Alive schtick (with the voice box deal in "Do You Feel Like We Do") and I remember him being . . . tired sounding." His performance was seen to be less than half-hearted by the press. Tom Elsworthy of the Sun wrote a few complimentary comments in the lead-in to his review and then launched into: "Which brings me to the one major disappointment of the program -Peter Frampton. The multi-millionaire rock star appeared merely to be going through the paces. Playing a medley of tunes from his blockbuster album of three years back, Frampton Comes Alive, the blonde singer-guitarist came off as unremarkable."
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Oor also mirrored this:
Peter Frampton and his band should've been billed "the biggest disappointment of the concert." They didn't relate well to the majority of the audience and one got the feeling that the band was both aggravated and bored. The songs were indistinct and ran together.
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She continued:
But Frampton proved one thing. Edmontonians are as susceptible to big-name artists hype as everyone else. Frampton can still play the guitar as well as prior to his recent car crash, including songs like "Do You Feel Like I Do" and "Baby I Love Your Way" in his line-up. There was a lot of good guitar work but once Frampton stopped playing, he couldn't be heard in the stands.
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Hicks was even more opinionated:
Everybody upstaged Frampton on Sunday -his 90 minutes was the biggest disappointment of the show. As one wag put it, Frampton was a breather between Eddie Money and Trooper. Added another: "A $100,000 breather?" Frampton's set consisted of a long stretch of over-loud, dull music, saved by moments of musical beauty in the voice box and guitar work on Do You.
Frampton and his three man rhythm section, plus an occasional four man horn group, were listless, not putting emotion or effort into the first two-thirds of their concert. The best of Frampton's old compositions -Show Me The Way, Something's Happening, Baby I Love You Anyway [sic] -all suffered from lack of interest. . . . the sad fact is the man has not written a memorable song since 1976. His new material -horns and all -is dull, without the musical twists and turns that gave Frampton super-star status. "We shouldn't even be paid for that set," one of Frampton's own crew members said to no one in particular. 74 71. Tom Elsworthy, "A Great Bunch of Troopers," Edmonton Sun, August 27, 1979 , 15. 72. Shauna Oor, "Acoostyx," St. Albert Gazette, August 29, 1979 , 37. 73. Ibid. 74. Graham Hicks, "Canadian Bands Big Attraction of Sunday's Cirkus," Edmonton Journal, August 27, 1979 Even nature was testing people's patience. The late afternoon sun and the heat were at their zenith during Frampton's set. Acres of skin were being baked, and many in the audience were feeling nauseous.
Trooper was next up, and there can be no doubt the band was in top form. Keith Sharp, editor of Music Express, had only superlatives to share: "Trooper was nothing short of amazing. Following a lackluster set by Frampton . . . Trooper had the crowd in the palms of their hands. They couldn't have gotten a bigger reception if they'd have trooped out in Edmonton Eskimo uniforms."
75 He was still hepped up in his 2014 memoirs:
We then moved closer to the stage to witness what I rate as one of Trooper's best-ever live performances. I think they only played about an hour, but their onstage energy was electrifying. I remember they did "Summertime Blues" and had the whole audience on their collective feet. Keith Sharp, "Rock Piles," Music Express, September 1979 , 3. 76. Keith Sharp, Music Express: The Rise, Fall & Resurrection of Canada's Music Magazine (Toronto: Dundurn Press, 2014 , 36. "We had a pretty sizeable collection of hits at that point and "The Boys in the Bright White Sportscar" had been a big hit recently -it was released on March 12th of that year -so the set, at 40 minutes, would have been just the biggest hits."
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And their slot in the running order turned out to be perfect. Again McGuire:
The audience reaction was overwhelmingly loving and loud. Most everyone, including the press, seems to agree afterwards that we had killed it. As it turned out we ended up with the perfect slot of the event. I'll explain . . . both Frampton and Heart wanted what they thought would be the best slot for them. Frampton had decided that he wanted to play "before" us because he wanted the crowd before it was tired out. Heart insisted on the last slot because they had an elaborate light show that wouldn't work in the daylight. So we ended up with Peter Frampton "opening" for us. Frampton had underestimated the crowd's stamina -we totally got the sweet spot, energy size. The crowd was primed and ready when we came on and they went nuts. By the time Heart hit the stage, in the dark, the crowd had finally tired a bit after hot sets. . . . So the whole thing worked out great for us! Trooper seemed to grab an inordinate amount of press attention. Wrote Hicks:
Trooper, riding high on the greatest hits album, Hot Shots, was the best band of the day. Coming after the sleepy Frampton set, Trooper's cheerful, hard-hitting, pop-rock was as snappy as an unexpected slap, and much more pleasurable. The band zipped through a string of hits as long as your arm -all of which now have renewed life, thanks to Hot Shots -which sold over 100,000 albums in Alberta alone.
At 7:09 p.m., four songs into the set, Cirkus became a party. Suddenly those 40,000 people were clapping, dancing, standing and shaking to Trooper's music. Trooper outdid itself with a cover of The Kink's song, All Day and All of the Night, to be on their new album. The band updated a 60s pop song by pushing it along at triple speed, and adding the driving drums and pulsating bass guitar -Trooper's trademarks.
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He also mentioned that it was a different kind of milestone for the band: "There was an extra charm to the evening, as the band was bidding an honourable farewell to keyboard player Frank Ludwig -who is not telling anybody he's about to join ex-Streetheart guitarist Paul Dean . . . in the new Lover Boy band." 81 Ludwig actually did not tell anyone he was joining Loverboy because-well-he had no intention of joining Loverboy. Instead he would shortly join Randy Bachman in the band Ironhorse.
Contrary to the camaraderie exhibited onstage, it was not a particularly pleasant parting of the ways. McGuire explains:
It was not a comfortable split. We had just struggled through a difficult recording session where Frank had formed a strategic songwriting alliance with Doni and Tommy in order to write a collection of songs to vie with the collection of songs that Smitty and I had written for the album (the first time anything remotely like this this had ever happened) -which they had rehearsed in secret and only presented at our first meeting with our new producer Howard Steele. Smitty and I were gobsmacked. Recording ALL those songs and then determining which would go on the album became a political nightmare. ('Janine' and 'Three Dressed up as a Nine' -ultimately the two hits from the record -were two of the songs the three of them voted against, for instance!)
We finished recording that album on May 15th. Once it was definitely committed to be released, Frank gave his notice (on August 17th) and the Rock Cirkus, as you know, was on the 26th. I think Smitty and I did a good job of keeping up a good front for the Edmonton show. . . . It was a bittersweet moment, considering we'd all been rock and roll brothers for five intense years. The moment was made even more bittersweet as MCA president Scott Richards came up on stage and presented the group with a quadruple-platinum award for the Hot Shots album which resulted in thunderous applause and whistling.
The sun was well down on the horizon when the final act took to the stage. It was Heart. While acknowledging the exhausted faces around her, Oor revealed her favouritism:
Heart is the band that made the concert worthwhile. When you take into consideration the heat and fatigue the audience was starting to show the effects of, you really have to marvel at the amount of enthusiasm Heart evoked. . . . Heart and the cool night air brought the concert back into full swing. They played in the midst of a tasteful stage show and the band enjoyed themselves, showing sincere appreciation for the crowd's responses. They performed all the classic songs that have made and retained their fame. Songs like "Cook With Fire", "High Time", "Straight On", "Mistral Wind" and "Dog and Butterfly" (off the album of the same name), "Magic Man", "Crazy On You", "Take It Out", "Heartless", "Barracuda" and a few new songs like "Even It Up" off their not-yet-released album were exciting and perfectly executed. And after giving an excellent show, the crowd cheered them on to two well-deserved encores which they performed with all the enthusiasm of a rookie band.
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Hicks tried to keep up his enthusiasm for Heart, but made a couple of key observations. Firstly he felt they had succumbed to the over-the-top concert zeitgeist:
Heart gave the day a touch of class, finishing off the rock and roll Cirkus with the flashiest of presentations, fancy costumes, elaborate lighting, fire-bombs, dry-ice, and a series of receding drum risers. In fact the gimmickry detracted from Heart's music. There's a need in Heart to get back to the basics. The performance last night was first-rate, but it hints at becoming too entrenched, becoming increasingly reliant on mechanics, rather than its own incredible musical and performing talent.
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He continues:
The talent is there. Only Fleetwood Mac's Stevie Nicks can challenge Ann Wilson as the queen of rock and roll. And Nicks has trouble staying in tune. Wilson's voice last night was nothing short of astonishing. Her dynamics, her power in her upper ranges, her interpretive sensitivity was a joy to hear. The high point of Heart's performance came in the encore, with Ann Wilson going from a high-powered churn-out of Led Zeppelin's Rock and Roll song, to an unparalleled rendition of the Righteous Brothers Unchained Melody. Heart's electricity demands were such that 10 minutes before the concert's end a circuit blew, plunging the stage into darkness and silence. The damage found and corrected, Heart had a chance to play one last song, White Lightning.
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Roger Fisher and Ann Wilson of Heart Photo by and courtesy of Charles Hope
Secondly Hicks realized that their spot in the lineup affected their reception: "Heart's appearance was subjected not so much to criticism, but rather resignation and acceptance that they did not have the impact they deserved to have. That was not so much because of their performance, but rather because the audience's saturation level." 86 Elsworthy chimed in: "Not that Heart played poorly. They didn't. However, even with the benefit of a handful of special lighting effects and a fog machine, they couldn't find the groove with an audience which had been listening to music, at this point, for nearly six hours."
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The festival thus ended on time, and the audience started departing at 10 pm sharp. 
The Aftermath
Press reaction the following day was thoughtful, extensive and naturally mixed. Even the skeptics admitted they had been proved wrong. Generally the concert and the venue were praised. Tom Elsworthy of the Sun: "The first annual K97 Rock Cirkus came to Edmonton yesterday, and judging by the crowd's response and the ease with which this format ran its eight hour course, Commonwealth Stadium cut its concert teeth in fine style."
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All the reporters agreed: as far as rock festivals went, the Rock Cirkus was a success on many levels. It was an exceptionally well-planned and organized public event with efficient and trained security. The crowd was generally orderly and well-behaved. The feared mob violence did not occur. Police were able to keep bottles of alcohol out of the stadium (although some made its way in, injected into oranges). A considerable amount of marijuana was smoked, and smoked openly. The photojournalists were amused and snapped a number of pictures of potheads. The police and security were not amused, but chose to ignore it. One attendee robbed an Edmonton Eskimo souvenir booth with a knife, while twenty drugrelated charges were laid. And, keeping in mind the era, there was a streaker, although clearly not a very well-coordinated one. One article related that "a blonde-haired streaker raced across the field, made an attempted leap at the stage, and hit his head on a steel barricade before being arrested." 89 There were many sunburns, but no deaths, and only one injury-a young woman crushed at the gates.
The concert left its mark on Commonwealth Stadium-literally. Again Melhuish explains:
The day after the show, I remember running into sports broadcaster Dave Hodge in the lobby of the hotel. Doug and I knew him because we would often run into him at CFRB/CKFM in Toronto where we recorded the Pringle Program. He was laughing because it seems that when they took the plywood, the tarpaulin and the stage off the field, there was now a slight slope in the end zone where the stage had been. We weren't sure if that would turn out to be a hometown advantage for the hometown Eskimos who were about to play the Toronto Argonauts! 90 Partly through planning, and partly through serendipity, the event brought together a fine blend of 1970s hard and soft rock, straightforward and progressive rock (and coincidentally very radio-friendly) by both Canadian and international talent. The Canadians on the bill not only held their own, they arguably proved themselves better showmen than the British or Americans. The publicity was good for most of the bands involved. Recalls McGuire:
It was a milestone for us in many ways. It was our largest Canadian audience ever up to that point (we'd been on a bill in New Orleans city stadium where we played for 67,000), the highest fee we'd ever got, some of our best reviews, and a real sense that we'd stood shoulder to shoulder with (or, if you believe some of the reviews, had blown off the stage) two internationally famous acts. Our reviews from the Rock Cirkus show were incredibly useful for us press-wise and our record company took the opportunity to get them around to media everywhere. There were also a few great photos taken.
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Oor summed up:
Overall, the K-97 Edmonton Summer Rock Cirkus was a huge success. The weather was nice and Albertans broke a Western Canadian record for an attendance of 42,000 people. Edmonton, I believe, has established itself as THE place for rock musicians to play."
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And it did set a record in monetary terms. Variety confirmed this in its September 5th issue under the headline "Edmonton Rocker Area's Top Grosser":
Edmonton Summer Rock Cirkus, the first outdoor rock music concert held in the one-year-old 55,000-seat Commonwealth Stadium Aug. 26, has become the highest grossing rock show ever held in Western Canada. With 35,000 paying customers at $20 a head, the gross was $C700,000. . . . Lumado Productions, composed of Montreal financier Lucien Richard, and Canadian rock media personalities Doug Pringle and Marty Melhuish, had not staged an outdoor rock concert before. City and stadium officials praised the concert, which ran smoothly and without any hitches.
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Not to be overlooked, a profit was made for Lumado, not much, but they were in the black. A next-tofinal accounting sheet dated October 11, 1979 can be found in Melhuish's archive. The total credits include $678,020 in ticket sales as well as $3,655 of other revenues (t-shirts) for a total of $681,675. The concert came off without a hitch. . . . The investor, who had shown up with his two young kids in tow, was handed a modest check as profit and was happier than a pig in month-old greens. He had obviously done this for his kids who I'm sure he felt he had not spent enough time with as part of his business life. They got their little satin jackets and got to meet the stars. . . . Mission accomplished.
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Indeed the fact that they had NOT lost money and had acquired a positive reputation was so unexpected and so encouraging, that the partners tried to repeat their success the following summer. The equilibrium had changed however, and Rock Cirkus II turned out to be a creative and financial disappointment. Again Melhuish:
The following year, 1980, the organization changed. Lucien had a new partner and they reckoned that the talent budget didn't need to be as high as it was. Doug and I vehemently disagreed -we actually had the package of AC/DC and ZZ Top on hold. We decided we would be paid consultants this time around. We booked what we could -given the budget -which included Foreigner, Prism, the Ian Hunter Band with Mick Ronson, Warren Zevon, and Toronto. There were a number of things that were indicating that this might be a disaster. Instead of the previous year where people were showing up with hundreds and fifties to pay for their tickets, there were a lot of people with small bills and change. It was the start of a rocky patch for the oil-based economy of Alberta. Then it started to rain, and it seemed it rained all that summer. Commonwealth Stadium is an open-air venue and that, literally, put a damper on things. Upshot was, it was a good show, but a lot of money was lost. Even though we personally didn't lose a dime on the experience because of our new status as consultants, Doug and I decided that as far as the business of concert promotion: "been there, done that," and we went back to radio, TV and artist management.
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There would be no Rock Cirkus III without Pringle and Melhuish.
While not factually true, most Edmontonians saw the first Rock Cirkus festival as a turning point in their city's reputation for international tours. Prior to this they felt that they could not convincingly play host to an international festival, but afterwards they felt it finally put Edmonton on the touring map for midand top-flight musical acts, both Canadian and international. Mostly though, it demonstrated that Edmonton was fully capable and qualified to stage and support a major rock festival.
Variety confirmed it in November of that year:
Distance is no longer a factor keeping rock bands out of the Alberta market. . . . Bands can do the Vancouver -Edmonton -Calgary loop in four days, then swing down the following day to Spokane, Wash. . . . Edmonton is no longer looked at as a secondary market.
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Commonwealth Stadium secured its status as THE outdoor venue in Western Canada, and would go on to host many more of the notable concerts in Edmonton in the next couple of decades: David Bowie, The Police, Genesis, AC/DC, U2, and The Rolling Stones.
Keith Sharp of Music Express appeared to be impressed with everything: the talent, the scheduling, the weather, the venue, and even the city itself. He exclaimed in his September overview:
As much as Edmonton is maligned by its Calgary neighbor to the south, there's something about the Alberta capital that exudes class when it comes to staging a major event. This first became evident to me last September when, as a member of the Calgary Herald's sports department, I was privileged enough to be assigned to the Commonwealth Games. You had to be there to appreciate just how classy an event that was. So there was a great sense of déjà vu when I found 98. Martin Melhuish, e-mail message to author, July 16, 2012. 99. "Western Can. Rock Promoters Outsail U.S. Counterparts," Variety, November 21, 1979, 98. 
